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Abstract

Numerical, process-based simulations of tidewater glacier evolution are necessary to project future sea-level change under various

climate scenarios. Previous work has shown that nonlinearities in tidewater glacier and ice stream dynamics can lead to biases

in simulated ice mass change in the presence of noisy forcings. Ice sheet modeling projections that will be used in the upcoming

IPCC Assessment Report 6 (AR6) utilize atmospheric and oceanic forcings at annual temporal resolution, omitting any higher

frequency forcings. Here, we quantify the effect of seasonal (<1 year) tidewater glacier terminus oscillations on decadal-scale (30

year) mass change. We use an idealized geometry to mimic realistic tidewater glacier geometries, and investigate the impact of

the magnitude of seasonal oscillations, bed slope at the glacier terminus, and basal friction law. We find that omitting seasonal

terminus motion results in biased mass change projections, with up to an 18% overestimate of mass loss when seasonality is

neglected. The bias is most sensitive to the magnitude of the seasonal terminus oscillations and exhibits very little sensitivity

to choice of friction law. Our results show that including seasonality is required to eliminate a potential bias in ice sheet mass

change projections. In order to achieve this, seasonality in atmospheric and oceanic forcings must be adequately represented

and observations of seasonal terminus positions and tidewater glacier thickness changes must be acquired to evaluate numerical

models.
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Abstract16

Numerical, process-based simulations of tidewater glacier evolution are necessary to17

project future sea-level change under various climate scenarios. Previous work has18

shown that nonlinearities in tidewater glacier and ice stream dynamics can lead to bi-19

ases in simulated ice mass change in the presence of noisy forcings. Ice sheet modeling20

projections that will be used in the upcoming IPCC Assessment Report 6 (AR6) utilize21

atmospheric and oceanic forcings at annual temporal resolution, omitting any higher22

frequency forcings. Here, we quantify the effect of seasonal (<1 year) tidewater glacier23

terminus oscillations on decadal-scale (30 year) mass change. We use an idealized24

geometry to mimic realistic tidewater glacier geometries, and investigate the impact25

of the magnitude of seasonal oscillations, bed slope at the glacier terminus, and basal26

friction law. We find that omitting seasonal terminus motion results in biased mass27

change projections, with up to an 18% overestimate of mass loss when seasonality is28

neglected. The bias is most sensitive to the magnitude of the seasonal terminus oscilla-29

tions and exhibits very little sensitivity to choice of friction law. Our results show that30

including seasonality is required to eliminate a potential bias in ice sheet mass change31

projections. In order to achieve this, seasonality in atmospheric and oceanic forcings32

must be adequately represented and observations of seasonal terminus positions and33

tidewater glacier thickness changes must be acquired to evaluate numerical models.34

Plain Language Summary35

Computer models are required to predict how glaciers will evolve under future36

climate warming. Past studies have shown that rapid changes in external variables that37

affect glaciers can lead to a permanent shift in their state. However, not all computer38

models take these rapid changes into account. For example, model predictions of the39

ice sheets that will be used in the upcoming IPCC Assessment Report 6 (AR6) leave40

out seasonal changes of glaciers. In this paper, we set up a computer model to resemble41

a typical glacier and we run the model by forcing the glacier to retreat either with or42

without seasonal terminus movement. Our results reveal that leaving out seasonality43

causes up to an 18% overestimate of mass loss. We repeat these runs with varying44

amounts of retreat, different friction laws, and variable slope of the bed underneath45

the glacier terminus. We find that the overestimate is most sensitive to the amount of46

seasonal advance and retreat and least sensitive to the friction law. Our results show47

that computer models must take the seasonal changes into account in order to make48

accurate predictions and to avoid overestimating mass loss of glaciers in the future.49

1 Introduction50

Marine-terminating ice constitutes over one third of Earth’s glaciated regions51

by area (Gardner et al., 2013) and has been responsible for >40% of mass loss in52

Greenland (Mouginot et al., 2019) and >75% of mass loss in Antarctica (Rignot et al.,53

2019) over the last 20 years. Discharge of ice from tidewater outlet glaciers that drain54

the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) is projected to be responsible for 50±20% of GrIS55

mass loss by 2100 (Choi et al., 2021). Observations have shown that rapid retreat of56

GrIS outlet glaciers initiated in the mid-1990s or earlier (Fahrner et al., 2021), with57

synchronous retreat initiation for individual glaciers within particular regions (Catania58

et al., 2018), and that nearly all glaciers around the GrIS experienced retreat from59

2000 to 2010 (Murray et al., 2015). Terminus retreat has been identified as the primary60

driver of outlet glacier acceleration at particular glaciers (e.g., Bondzio et al., 2017;61

Muresan et al., 2016). Numerical ice sheet models are being used to simulate ice sheet62

dynamic response to future climate projections and provide sea-level rise estimates63

via efforts such as the Ice Sheet Modeling Intercomparison for the Coupled Model64

Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (ISMIP6; Nowicki et al., 2020; Goelzer et al., 2020;65
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Seroussi et al., 2020). Some of these continental-scale models are now being run at66

high enough spatial resolution to resolve dynamic changes of outlet glaciers at the ice67

sheet margin. However, to keep computational and implementation expense low and68

to allow for broad participation of ice sheet models in ISMIP6, ocean and atmosphere69

forcings were specified at an annual frequency and, thus, models did not simulate ice70

sheet response to seasonal forcing (Nowicki et al., 2020).71

Past numerical modeling studies have shown that high-frequency forcing can72

bias glacier and ice stream response. Changes in the magnitude of natural random73

variability in the length of an ice shelf can cause changes in the mean location of the74

grounding line of a glacier (Robel et al., 2018). Modeling of Thwaites Glacier, West75

Antarctica, showed that, when submarine ice shelf melt is modeled using a varying76

ocean temperature profile or stochastic ocean-induced melt, it can cause a delay in77

simulated grounding line retreat and mass loss (Hoffman et al., 2019; Robel et al.,78

2019). Climate variability can also give rise to equilibrium states in ice streams not79

attainable in the absence of stochastic forcing (Mantelli et al., 2016).80

Tidewater glacier termini rest on both prograde and retrograde bed topogra-81

phy and exhibit a variety of magnitudes of seasonal oscillations. To our knowledge,82

no systematic study of seasonal terminus motion for a representative sample of all83

tidewater glaciers has been done. However, there have been studies focusing on in-84

dividual glaciers or groups of outlet glaciers around the GrIS that have revealed a85

variety of seasonal terminus oscillation magnitudes. Bevan et al. (2012) compiled a86

25-year record of terminus position changes of 16 of Greenland’s major outlet glaciers87

showing seasonal oscillations that varied in amplitude among the glaciers with sev-88

eral glaciers exhibiting oscillations larger than 2 km in amplitude (Helheim, Kangerd-89

lugssuaq, Jakobshavn, Rink). Schild and Hamilton (2013) quantified seasonal retreat90

for five of Greenland’s largest outlets (Daugaard Jensen, Kangerdlugssuaq and Helheim91

glaciers in East Greenland, and Jakobshavn Isbræ and Rink Isbræ in West Greenland)92

between 2001 and 2010 and found the glaciers’ average seasonal retreat to be between93

960 and 5540 m. Moon et al. (2015) found that the mean annual range in terminus94

position varied from 150 to 1,250 m across 16 glaciers in Northwest Greenland. Fried95

et al. (2018) found up to 1,500 m of seasonal terminus oscillations for glaciers in West96

Greenland, although there was notable variability from glacier to glacier, with some97

glaciers retreating as little as 50 m during particular years, as well as heterogeneity in98

terminus position across individual glacier widths within a given season.99

Additionally, 100-year simulations of tidewater glaciers and ice streams are sensi-100

tive to the form and parameters of the basal friction parameterization, typically called101

the “sliding law”. This parameterization describes the relationship between basal shear102

stress and sliding velocity and both the structure and parameters of the sliding law103

remain an active area of research: several sliding laws have been proposed and are in104

use by numerical ice flow models (Budd et al., 1979; Weertman, 1957; Schoof, 2005;105

Gagliardini et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 2015) but few direct observations exist to validate106

them. Projections of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) found that the contribution of the107

AIS to global sea level increases with increasing sliding exponent, using the Weertman108

sliding law (Bulthuis et al., 2019; Ritz et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2020). The form of109

the sliding law affects the sensitivity of numerical ice flow models to changes in mesh110

resolution and to sub-element melt parameterizations in terms of both grounding line111

retreat and ice volume loss (Seroussi & Morlighem, 2018). Idealized geometry simula-112

tions show that relative volume loss can range from 0 to 15%, depending on the form113

of the sliding law, even when the conversion between laws is perfect and the initial114

basal stress is identical (Brondex et al., 2017). Simulations of the ice streams in the115

Amundsen Sea Embayment, Antarctica, have also been shown to be highly sensitive116

to sliding law formulation, with higher sensitivity to sliding laws that include a de-117

pendence on effective pressure at the ice-bed interface (Brondex et al., 2019). There118
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is also an interplay between sliding law parameterizations and uncertainty in bed to-119

pography, with linear sliding laws causing a smaller shift in mass loss than non-linear120

sliding laws when uncertainty in bed topography is sampled (Nias et al., 2016).121

Here, we use a numerical model to simulate the ice flow of an idealized tidewater122

glacier and to quantify the effect of seasonal terminus oscillations on its projected123

decadal-scale mass change. Starting from a steady-state configuration, we perform124

two simulations. In the first one, the glacier terminus retreats from its initial position125

by a specified distance. In the second one, oscillations with a one-year period are added126

to the overall terminus retreat of the first case. We perform these two simulations using127

three magnitudes of specified retreat, two commonly used sliding laws, and for glacier128

terminus located on either prograde or retrograde bed slope. In our simulations, we129

specify the terminus position at any given time during the simulations and, thus, we130

do not explore the effect of calving laws. Our goal is to understand the impact of131

seasonal terminus oscillations on centennial ice sheet mass change projections, such as132

those created for ISMIP6 (Nowicki et al., 2020). Thus, we set up our numerical model133

simulations with common parameterizations used in ISMIP6 and mesh resolution that134

typically represents the finest scale used for continental-scale models of the Greenland135

Ice Sheet (Goelzer et al., 2020).136

We first describe our numerical model setup in Section 2.1, including a description137

of the geometry, boundary conditions, and model parameterizations. We then describe138

how the numerical model is initialized in Section 2.2 and the forward model simulations139

in Section 2.3. We present the thickness and velocity changes caused by seasonal140

terminus oscillations and compare mass change of glaciers with and without oscillations141

in Section 3. We discuss the broader implications of our idealized model simulations142

and we suggest future research directions in Section 4.143

2 Methods144

2.1 Model setup145

We perform numerical simulations using the Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model146

(ISSM; Larour et al., 2012). We use the 2-dimensional shelfy-stream approximation147

(SSA; MacAyeal, 1989), a stress-balance approximation appropriate for fast-flowing148

tidewater glaciers. Terminus position is specified using the level-set method (Bondzio149

et al., 2016). The level set is a real-valued, differentiable function with values defined150

at each model node, and the glacier terminus is defined to be the zero-level contour151

of the level set. This contour can bisect model elements, continuously tracking the152

position of the zero-level contour, even though the model considers elements to be153

either entirely filled with ice or not filled with ice.154

The bed geometry that we use is adapted from the Marine Ice Sheet Ocean Model155

Intercomparison Project (MISOMIP; Asay-Davis et al., 2016; Cornford et al., 2020).156

We modify the MISOMIP geometry to be more representative of tidewater glacier157

beds by steepening the sidewalls, narrowing the fjord, shortening the domain to focus158

on the near-terminus region, and removing all floating ice. We follow the notation of159

Asay-Davis et al. (2016) to specify bedrock topography, shown in Fig. 1, as:160

Bx (x) = B0 +B2x̃
2 +B4x̃

4 +B6x̃
6 (1)

161

x̃ = x/x̄ (2)
162

By (y) =
dc

1 + e−2/fc×(y−Ly/2−wc)
+

dc
1 + e−2/fc×(y−Ly/2+wc)

(3)

163

zB(x, y) = Bx(x) +By(y) (4)

with parameter values defined in Table 1.164
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Table 1. Parameters for the model geometry and boundary conditions.

Parameter Value Description

Lx 30 km Domain length (along ice flow)
Ly 8 km Domain width (across ice flow)
B0 150 m Bedrock topography at x = 0
B2 -728.8 m Second bedrock topography coefficient
B4 150 m Third bedrock topography coefficient
B6 150 m Fourth bedrock topography coefficient
x̄ 15000 m Characteristic along-flow length scale of the bedrock
fc 400 m Characteristic width of the side walls of the channel
dc 1000 m Depth of the trough compared with the side walls
wc 2800 m Half-width of the trough

Another difference between our model setup and that of MISOMIP is that we165

specify ice flow into our domain at the in-flow boundary (x=0 km) using the following166

relationship, an arbitrary analytical expression designed to be similar to the expression167

for bed topography:168

vx(y) = 690 − 700

1 + e(2/fc)(y−Ly/2+wc)
− 700

1 + e(−2/fc)(y−Ly/2−wc)
m/a (5)

The surface elevation at the in-flow boundary is constrained to be 4 km. At the169

southern (y=0 km) and northern (y=8 km) boundaries, ice is allowed to freely slip in170

the x-direction (along flow) but constrained to have vy = 0, meaning that ice cannot171

flow into or out of the model domain along these boundaries. A Neumann boundary172

condition accounting for water pressure is applied at elements along the ice front.173

To simulate a typical surface mass balance (SMB) for a tidewater glacier, we use174

the following relationship:175

SMB(x) = − 0.5

30000
x m/a ice eq. (6)

At the western boundary (the in-flow boundary of the model domain) SMB is therefore176

0 m/yr, and at the eastern boundary, SMB is -0.5 m/yr.177

In the experiments, we compare the glacier’s response using two commonly-used178

basal friction laws. The first is a power law that includes effective pressure (Budd179

et al., 1979), assumed here to be equal to the pressure of the ice above hydrostatic180

equilibrium:181

τb = CBu
m
BN

q (7)

The second is a law that describes ice sliding over a hard bed and neglects effective182

pressure (Weertman, 1957):183

τb = CWumB (8)

We consider the case of linear sliding (m = 1) and specify the coefficients CB and CW184

such that the initial basal stress is identical for both friction laws (Section 2.2).185

Ice rheology is spatially uniform and follows Glen’s flow law with flow exponent186

n = 3 and rate factor A = 1.4× 10−24 s−1 Pa−3, corresponding to an ice temperature187

of approximately -3◦C.188

We generate a mesh using the Bidimensional Anisotropic Mesh Generator (BAMG)189

package, developed by Hecht (2006), with maximum edge length specified to be 200 m.190

The resulting mesh has 13,264 triangular elements and 6,823 vertices over the model191

domain.192
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2.2 Model initialization193

To initialize the simulations, we spin up the model until it has reached a steady194

state, at which point the change in mass is <0.001 Gt/yr. We initialize two glacier195

geometries: one with the terminus at x = 24 km, on a retrograde bed slope, and the196

other with the terminus at x = 26 km, on a prograde bed slope (Fig. 1). The initial197

steady-state glacier geometries are obtained using the Budd sliding law (Eqn. 7) with198

the friction coefficient specified as:199

CB =
180

1 + e(−2/fc)(y−Ly/2−wc)
+

180

1 + e(2/fc)(y−Ly/2−wc)
(9)

We then solve for CW by equating basal shear stress, τb, for the two friction laws,200

keeping velocity, u, constant. To check our conversion between friction coefficients, we201

solve the stress balance equations with each of the two sliding laws and corresponding202

friction coefficients to obtain ice velocity. For both initializations, the stress balance203

solutions result in mean relative differences in velocity <0.001 m/yr, indicating that204

the stress balances, after converting from the Budd sliding law to the Weertman sliding205

law, are nearly identical.206

Figure 1. (a) Initial glacier profiles for terminus position on retrograde bed slope (x = 24 km,

red line) and on prograde bed slope (x = 26 km, green line). Ice flows from left to right, with the

glacier surfaces and termini shown in green (prograde bed slope) and red (retrograde bed slope).

(b) Terminus positions in glacier model simulations for glaciers with terminus on retrograde bed

slope (red) and on prograde bed slope (green), shown on top of bed topography. In the seasonal-

ity simulations, termini oscillate between the advanced (solid) and retreated (dotted) positions.

In the no-seasonality simulations, the termini retreat to the mean position (dashed) and remain

stationary there.

2.3 Experiments207

Our transient experiments test an idealized glacier’s response to oscillations in208

terminus position, with all other forcings remaining constant. We run 30-year tran-209

sient simulations, prescribing retreat and advance of the terminus with an annual210

period and various magnitudes. Fig. 1 shows the initial glacier geometry, including211

initial terminus positions (solid lines) and the amplitude of the seasonal retreats (dot-212

ted lines). We have designed our simulations such that, when the terminus position213

advances, it does not exceed the ice speed at the front. In the transient experiments,214
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the terminus oscillates between the solid lines and dotted lines with a period of one215

year. We compare mass change for the simulation with terminus oscillations against216

a “no seasonality” simulation in which the terminus retreats to a position that rep-217

resents the average position of the experiment with seasonality (dashed lines in Fig.218

1b). Terminus position is prescribed using time-varying level sets and ISSM linearly219

interpolates the level set through time at each model step, which is set to 0.01 years.220

The two simulations (with and without seasonality) are repeated for different221

model parameters to test the effect of the basal sliding law, bed slope at the terminus,222

and magnitude of seasonal oscillations. We run the simulations for each combination223

of two initial terminus positions (x=24 km and x=26 km), two sliding laws (Weertman224

and Budd), and three magnitudes of seasonal terminus oscillations (625 m, 937.5 m,225

and 1250 m). For each of the 12 combinations of parameters, we compare the time226

series of mass change for the simulation with seasonality (∆Ms) against the simulation227

with no seasonality (∆Mn). For the simulations with 1250-m terminus oscillations, two228

additional simulations are performed for each combination, one in which the terminus229

position remains fixed at its most advanced position and another in which the terminus230

retreats to and remains fixed at its most retreated seasonal position.231

3 Results232

Over the course of the simulation, the glacier with seasonal terminus oscil-233

lations goes through cycles of retreat/advance, acceleration/deceleration, and thin-234

ning/thickening. We present these results solely to illustrate the cycle that the glacier235

undergoes over the first year of the simulation, when the glacier is starting to adjust236

to it’s new dynamic regime, and the last year of the simulation, once the cycle has237

stabilized. Figure 2 shows thickness and velocity changes (∆hs and ∆vs) at quarter-238

year increments during the first and last simulation years. In year 1, the glacier thins239

and accelerates over the first half of the year in response to terminus retreat (Figs. 2240

a-b and e-f), with >1.5 m of thinning and >150 m/yr of acceleration extending over241

12 km along the glacier centerline from the original terminus (x=24 km) at year 0.50.242

During the second half of the year, in response to terminus re-advance, the glacier243

thickens and decelerates (Figs. 2 i-j and m-n), with >1.5 m of thickening and >150244

m/yr of deceleration extending over 6 km along the glacier centerline from the original245

terminus (x=24 km) at year 1.00. In the final year of the simulation, the glacier goes246

through a similar seasonal cycle but the spatial pattern differs from the first year of247

the simulation. During the first quarter of the final year, the glacier is still thickening248

in response to the advance from the previous year (Fig. 2c), although acceleration has249

begun in response to retreat (Fig. 2d). Halfway through the final year, >1.5 m of250

thinning extends over 7.5 km (Fig. 2g) and >150 m/yr of acceleration extends over251

11.5 km from the original terminus along the glacier centerline (Fig. 2h). During the252

second half of the year, the glacier thickens and decelerates (Fig. 2 k-l and o-p), with253

>1.5 m of thickening extending over 7.5 km and deceleration extending over 8.5 km254

from the original terminus along the glacier centerline. The cycle of the final simula-255

tion year will repeat into the future in the absence of any additional changes in the256

forcings.257

At the end of the 30-year simulation, the oscillating glacier is, on average, thicker258

and slower than the non-oscillating glacier. Figure 3 shows the thickness and velocity259

differences between the oscillating and non-oscillating glaciers at selected times during260

the final year of the simulation. Throughout this final year, the non-oscillating glacier261

has reached a new steady state and its thickness and velocity are nearly constant262

throughout the year. As the oscillating glacier begins its retreat in year 29.25, the263

oscillating glacier is thicker and slower than the non-oscillating glacier (Figs. 3a-b),264

following from the re-advance of the previous year. At its most retreated in year 29.50,265

the oscillating glacier accelerates to a speed that is faster than the non-oscillating266
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Figure 2. Glacier thickness and velocity change in response to oscillating glacier terminus

during the first and last simulation years. This figure shows the simulation with terminus on

retrograde bed slope (initial position at x=24 km), Budd sliding, and 1250-m magnitude of os-

cillations. Each row shows change in variables in map view at 0.25-yr increments. The first and

second columns show thickness and velocity change from year 1; the third and fourth columns

show thickness and velocity change from year 30. Magenta contours show extent of >1.5 m of

thinning (e and g) and thickening (m and o) and >150 m/yr of acceleration (f and h) and decel-

eration (n and p).

glacier (Fig. 3d) and begins to thin (Fig. 3c). During re-advance, the thinning that267

was initiated by terminus retreat has spread upstream but, even at its thinnest state268

during this year, the oscillating glacier remains thicker than the non-oscillating glacier269

except for a small patch within ∼2 km of the terminus (Fig. 3e). At this stage,270

the oscillating glacier decelerates to a speed that is slower than the non-oscillating271

glacier (Fig. 3f) and continues to decelerate as the re-advance completes (Fig. 3h).272

On average over the course of this year, the oscillating glacier is thicker (Fig. 3i)273

and slower (Fig. 3j) than the non-oscillating glacier across the entire glacier domain.274

The largest thickness anomaly is mostly stored between 5 and 15 km upstream of the275

terminus. Further upstream, the thickness of the oscillating glacier tapers down to276

that of the stationary glacier. Closer to the terminus, the thickness anomaly tapers277

off, as well, as this is the region that thins due to seasonal retreat.278

Because the oscillating glacier is thicker than the non-oscillating glacier, it has279

retained more of its mass than the non-oscillating glacier following retreat from its ini-280

tial terminus position. In other words, the oscillating glacier experiences less mass loss281

than the non-oscillating glacier. Time series of change in glacier mass above floatation282

show that the annual mean mass changes for the simulation including seasonal termi-283

nus oscillations are 17.5% and 17.9% less than the simulations without oscillations for284

the Budd and Weertman sliding laws on retrograde bed slopes with 1250-m magnitude285

oscillations, respectively (Fig. 4, Table 2). On prograde bed slope, terminus oscilla-286

tions result in less mass loss than non-oscillating glacier and with slightly lower offset287

(13.9% and 14.6% for the two sliding laws, Table 2). Offsets in mass loss increase with288

increasing magnitude of oscillations for both sliding laws. For the smallest magnitude289

of terminus oscillations (625 m), the glaciers with termini on retrograde bed slope lose290

more mass in simulations with terminus oscillations, although the offsets are <2%.291

For 937.5-m oscillations, the offsets increase to 9% for Weertman sliding and 14% for292

Budd sliding. For 1250-m oscillations, the offsets increase further to 13% for Weert-293

man sliding and 18% for Budd sliding, respectively (Table 2). To bound our results,294

we run additional simulations in which the terminus stays fixed at its original position295

and in which the terminus retreats to the most retreated seasonal position and remains296

fixed there (Fig. S1). With terminus retreat to the most retreated seasonal positions,297
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Figure 3. Differences in glacier thickness and velocity between oscillating and non-oscillating

glaciers during year 30 of the simulation. This figure compares the simulation with terminus

on retrograde bed slope (initial position at x=24 km), Budd sliding, and 1250-m magnitude of

oscillations against the simulation with the same parameters but without oscillations (termi-

nus retreats to the average position of the oscillating glacier). Each row shows variables in map

view at 0.25-yr increments, with the last row showing the annual mean. The first column shows

differences in thickness (hs − hn) and the second column shows differences in velocity (vs − vn).

the simulations result in approximately twice the mass loss as the simulations with298

terminus retreat to the average of the oscillating positions. For Weertman sliding, the299

simulations result in 1.24 and 1.27 Gt of mass loss on prograde and retrograde bed300

slopes, respectively, and the simulations with Budd sliding result in 3.34 and 3.46 Gt301

of mass loss on prograde and retrograde bed slopes, respectively.302

Mass loss offsets are more sensitive to bed slope at the terminus than to the303

choice of sliding law. With 1250-m oscillations, both sliding laws cause 17.5-17.9%304

offset on retrograde bed slope (light blue and red circles on Fig. 5b) and 13.9-14.6%305

offset on a prograde bed slope (dark blue and red circles on Fig. 5b). The sliding law306

has an effect on overall mass loss, regardless of whether or not terminus oscillations307

are simulated. For both retrograde and prograde bed slopes, Budd sliding results in308

more mass loss than Weertman by a factor of between 2.7 and 2.8.309

4 Discussion310

Our results show that omitting seasonal terminus oscillations from simulations311

of tidewater glacier retreat can lead to a bias in centennial projections of ice sheet312

mass loss. Glaciers with small seasonal oscillations (625 m) exhibit little bias (<2%),313

regardless of sliding law or bed slope. On the other hand, glaciers with large sea-314

sonal oscillations (1250 m) exhibit large bias, up to 18%. Thus, for glaciers with large315

seasonal terminus oscillations, mass loss is overestimated when terminus seasonality316

is omitted from simulations. The seasonal oscillation magnitudes in our experiments317

serve as end members because typical observed seasonal terminus oscillations do not318

exceed 1500 m whereas oscillations of 625 m yield almost no discrepancy in mass change319

when compared to simulations without seasonal oscillations. Our results suggest that320

ice-sheet-wide projections of mass loss that omit seasonal forcing therefore overesti-321

mate ice sheet contribution to sea level rise. For example, the Greenland projection322
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Figure 4. Glacier mass change for Budd (blue) and Weertman (red) sliding laws on prograde

(lighter lines) and retrograde (darker lines) bed slope. Change in mass above floatation shown

for two simulations: no seasonality (line with x’s) and with seasonality (no x’s). To the right of

the time series, filled circles represent mean mass change and vertical lines represent seasonal

amplitude of mass change during final year of simulation.

Table 2. Mass change for model simulations, calculated as the difference between annual-mean

glacier mass over the last year of each simulation and initial glacier mass. Percent differences

(“% diff” column) are calculated with respect to the no seasonality mass change, with positive

(negative) values indicating more (less) mass loss than the no-seasonality simulation.

sliding law bed slope at terminus magnitude ∆Mn ∆Ms % diff

Budd retrograde 625 -0.78 -0.79 +1.8
937.5 -1.30 -1.16 -11.1
1250 -1.81 -1.49 -17.5

prograde 625 -0.79 -0.78 -0.4
937.5 -1.23 -1.11 -9.2
1250 -1.66 -1.43 -13.9

Weertman retrograde 625 -0.29 -0.29 +0.2
937.5 -0.48 -0.42 -12.2
1250 -0.66 -0.54 -17.9

prograde 625 -0.29 -0.29 -1.5
937.5 -0.45 -0.41 -9.6
1250 -0.61 -0.52 -14.6

simulations produced for ISMIP6 (Goelzer et al., 2020) use forcings specified at an-323

nual intervals (Nowicki et al., 2020). Thus, ISMIP6 projections do not include seasonal324

tidewater glacier terminus oscillations and the resulting mass change projections may325

be biased. Future ice sheet modeling projects should include seasonality in tidewater326

glacier terminus forcing in order to achieve unbiased multi-decadal projections.327
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Figure 5. Glacier mass change for all simulations. (a) Change in mass above floatation for

simulations with oscillating terminus (filled circles) and without oscillations (x’s). (b) Percent

difference in mass loss between simulation with and without seasonal terminus oscillations.

In our experiments, all simulated glacier mass change is caused solely by per-328

turbations in terminus position. All other forcings are kept constant throughout the329

model runs. In other numerical modeling experiments, as well as in the real world,330

other forcings can initiate seasonal variability in tidewater glacier mass change, includ-331

ing changes in basal sliding due to summer runoff (Smith et al., 2021; Davison et al.,332

2020; Vijay et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2014) and cryo-hydrologic warming (Phillips et333

al., 2010). Further work is needed to quantify the potential impact of these forcings334

on our results.335

Omitting terminus seasonality has additional implications for calibration of nu-336

merical ice sheet models. Previous studies that have performed transient calibration337

of models use discrepancies between observed and modeled mass and surface elevation338

change to evaluate models (Ritz et al., 2015; Ruckert et al., 2017; Nias et al., 2019;339

Edwards et al., 2019). Our results show that models that do not include seasonality340

result in biased mass change and, thus, calibrating models without seasonality us-341

ing observations, which do inherently include the response to seasonality in terminus342

forcing, can result in biases in calibrated model parameters and projections.343

The bias in modeled mass loss that we have quantified is more sensitive to bed344

topography than to the chosen sliding law (Fig. 5). As the magnitude of terminus os-345

cillations increases, the discrepancy in mass loss between simulations with and without346

oscillations increases from between -1.5 and +1.8% for the smallest 625-m oscillations347

to between -14.6 and -17.9% for the largest 1250-m oscillations. At any given oscilla-348

tion magnitude, the range in discrepancies is <1.6% for the different sliding laws and349

up to 3.6% for different bed slopes. Thus, bed slope at the terminus has more effect on350

the discrepancy, with the largest discrepancies occurring when the terminus oscillates351

on retrograde bed slope.352
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We find that simulations with Budd sliding result in more mass loss than sim-353

ulations with Weertman sliding by a factor of 2.7-2.8. In model simulations of the354

Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE), Antarctica, Brondex et al. (2019) found ∼5 times355

more loss in volume above floatation for simulations using Budd sliding versus Weert-356

man sliding. Their numerical model allowed the grounding line to evolve, with Budd357

sliding resulting in more grounding line retreat than Weertman sliding. Thus, in the358

simulations of Brondex et al. (2019), the sliding law could affect the grounded ice359

via changes in basal shear stress and via reduced basal drag through a reduction in360

grounded area. This establishes a positive feedback because, as the grounding line re-361

treats, the grounded ice thins, bringing more ice to floatation and causing the ground-362

ing line to retreat further. By contrast, in our simulations, the grounding line position363

was specified using the levelset method and, by design, we set it to be identical in364

experiments for both sliding laws. Thus, in our simulations, the sliding law can affect365

mass change via changes in basal shear stress but not via changes in grounding line366

position. Adding this potential feedback in the simulations could further amplify the367

differences between Budd and Weertman sliding in our tidewater glacier simulations.368

To better understand the effect of neglecting terminus oscillations on projection369

bias, similar simulations need to be performed using real tidewater glacier geometries.370

To provide a controlled experiment with easily interpretable results, we used bed ge-371

ometry and model parameters that are specified by smooth analytical functions that372

are constant in time. Our simulations were performed for one specified bed topog-373

raphy to focus on the impact of sliding law and magnitude of oscillations. For real374

glaciers, we anticipate heterogeneity in along- and across-flow bed roughness and basal375

traction to affect the discrepancy in mass change between simulations with an oscil-376

lating terminus and ones without oscillations. There will also be a variety of trough377

widths, bed depth, and sill heights for real glaciers. Thus, it is necessary to perform378

similar experiments using simulations initialized to represent real tidewater glaciers.379

Experiments on real glaciers will also help to reveal the glaciers for which including380

seasonal terminus forcing is critical and those for which seasonality can be omitted.381

Improved observations at seasonal temporal resolution are required to properly382

simulate and measure seasonal ice sheet dynamic processes. Recent advances in auto-383

matic detection methods for measuring terminus positions, previously a labor-intensive384

manual process, have started to produce dense time series of terminus positions for385

glaciers around the ice sheets (Cheng et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019). These datasets386

are critical for producing ice sheet hindcasts and understanding the processes that con-387

trol terminus positions on seasonal timescales. Global observations of ice velocity at388

120-m spatial resolution have recently been compiled at monthly temporal resolution389

(Gardner et al., 2019, 2018). Ice mass change observations from satellite gravimetry,390

also at monthly temporal resolution, have been available since the early 2000s (Jacob et391

al., 2012; Schrama & Wouters, 2011; Luthcke et al., 2013; Velicogna & Wahr, 2013; The392

IMBIE team, 2018; Shepherd et al., 2020; Velicogna et al., 2020). Satellite gravimetry393

measurements produce mass change estimates on scales of hundreds of kilometers and394

ice sheet surface elevation change measurements from altimetry or photogrammetry395

are required to localize changes to the scale of individual tidewater glaciers (Howat et396

al., 2008; Felikson et al., 2017). Until the recent launch of ICESat-2, these altimetry397

measurements were too coarse in time to provide thickness changes of most tidewater398

glaciers on a seasonal timescale (Csatho et al., 2014). ICESat-2 will provide measure-399

ments of the ice surface over the ice sheets at a 91-day repeat cycle, allowing seasonal400

thickness changes of tidewater outlet glaciers to be estimated. However, over tidewater401

glaciers outside of the ice sheets, ICESat-2 has not collected repeating measurements402

and other methods, such as photogrammetry or airborne altimetry, must be used to403

obtain seasonal thickness change. To enable comparison of models to observations,404

datasets of surface elevation change at seasonal resolution must be produced at the405

spatial scales of tidewater glaciers.406
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In addition to observations, atmospheric and oceanic forcings must also ade-407

quately represent seasonal variations, both in the past and for future projections.408

Recent work by Barthel et al. (2020) evaluated global climate models from the Cou-409

pled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) on their ability to reproduce410

the observed polar climate over 1980 to 2004. Modeled summer and winter air temper-411

atures over both ice sheets were compared against reanalysis data products, thereby412

evaluating each model’s ability to reproduce the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of413

air temperature. For other variables, including ocean temperature, annual means were414

used as a basis of comparison and, thus, the seasonal amplitudes of ocean temperatures415

were not evaluated due to the lack of observations. To improve the representation of416

seasonal changes in numerical ice sheet models, future work should evaluate the ability417

of climate models to reproduce seasonal amplitude of ocean temperatures in the polar418

regions.419

5 Conclusion420

We have designed and performed experiments to investigate the effect of seasonal421

terminus oscillations on simulated multi-decadal mass loss for retreating glaciers, using422

an idealized glacier geometry representative of tidewater glaciers. When we compare423

annual-mean mass loss for simulations that include seasonal terminus oscillations with424

simulations that neglect oscillations, we find a bias that is strongly dependent on the425

magnitude of oscillations and the bed slope at the terminus. In simulations with 1250-426

m oscillations, we find that simulations that omit oscillations result in an overestimate427

of mass loss up to 18%. This offset decreases with decreasing terminus oscillation428

magnitude, down to <2% for 625-m oscillations. Thus, it is especially important429

to include seasonal terminus motion for simulations of tidewater glaciers with large430

seasonal oscillations, on the order of ∼1 km. These biases have very little sensitivity431

to sliding law, for the two sliding laws that we tested.432

Our study has implications on ice-sheet modeling for decadal to centennial sea-433

level rise projections. Our results motivate the need for a comprehensive study on the434

observed seasonalities of tidewater glacier advance and retreat. An investigation into435

the observed relationship between the magnitude of seasonal retreat and advance, bed436

topography, and basal sliding would improve our understanding for how to best model437

these systems. There is also a need for additional modeling to go beyond idealized438

glaciers and simulate real glaciers, attempting to reconstruct their behavior using past439

observations of seasonal terminus motion.440

In order to simulate seasonal variability of the ice sheets, observations and forc-441

ings that adequately capture seasonal variability are needed. Seasonal measurements442

of ice mass change from satellite gravimetry at spatial scales of hundreds of kilometers443

have been available since the early 2000s. Seasonal observations of surface velocities444

are available and have been used to characterize seasonal patterns of tidewater glacier445

acceleration and deceleration as well as to infer which glaciers are controlled by runoff446

(Vijay et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2014). However, high spatial resolution surface eleva-447

tion change observations, such as those from satellite altimetry and photogrammetry,448

are needed to localize measured change from gravimetry to the scales of individual449

tidewater glaciers and to complement velocity observations in analysis of glacier force450

balance. Repeat measurements of the ice sheets, which will enable the measurement451

of tidewater glacier thickness change, are only now starting to become available with452

the recent launch of NASA’s ICESat-2 mission. Terminus positions at seasonal tem-453

poral resolution are also only recently starting to become available for many tidewater454

glaciers around the entire ice sheet. Ice sheet projections for follow-on efforts to IS-455

MIP6 would benefit from a consistent set of forcings and observations of tidewater456

glacier change at seasonal temporal resolution.457
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Introduction

The supporting information includes 1 figure and 12 movies. The figure (Fig. S1)

presents the same data as Fig. 4 in the main text, with two additional simulations for

each set of model parameters: a simulation in which the terminus remains fixed at the

initial position (triangles pointing up in Fig. S1) and a simulation in which the terminus

retreats to the most retreated seasonal position (triangles pointing down in Fig. S1).

These additional results bound the simulations in which the terminus oscillates (lines

without x’s in Fig. S1) and those in which the terminus retreats to the mean seasonal

position (line with x’s in Fig. S1) and are discussed in the main text. The movies (Movies

S1 to S12) show thickness change and velocity change in map view for the simulations with

Budd sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, with and without seasonal oscillations.
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Movie S1. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 625-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S2. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 625-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S3. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and terminus retreat of 312.5 m (mean of 625-m

oscillations). Red line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S4. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd slid-

ing, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and retreat of 312.5 m (mean of 625-m oscillations).

Red line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S5. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 937.5-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S6. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 625-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S7. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and terminus retreat of 468.75 m (mean of

937.5-m oscillations). Red line represents the location of the terminus.
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Movie S8. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and retreat of 468.75 m (mean of 937.5-m

oscillations). Red line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S9. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 1250-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S10. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and 625-m seasonal terminus oscillations. Red

line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S11. Thickness change, with respect to initial thickness, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and terminus retreat of 625 m (mean of 1250-m

oscillations). Red line represents the location of the terminus.

Movie S12. Velocity change, with respect to initial velocity, for simulation with Budd

sliding, terminus on retrograde bed slope, and retreat of 625 m (mean of 1250-m oscilla-

tions). Red line represents the location of the terminus.
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Figure S1. Glacier mass change for Budd (blue) and Weertman (red) sliding laws on prograde

(lighter lines) and retrograde (darker lines) bed slope. Change in mass above floatation shown for

four simulations: (1) no seasonality (line with x’s), (2) with seasonality (no x’s), (3) no motion

(line with triangles pointing up), and (4) terminus at most retreated position (line with triangles

pointing down). To the right of the time series, filled circles represent mean mass change and

vertical lines represent seasonal amplitude of mass change during final year of simulation.
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